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Gemma Treby and Georgie Campbell test the

world of Hollywood Smiles with Cathedral Dental

Enlighten Whitening
System

White Dental
Beauty

Georgie says:

Gemma says:

With my wedding now just weeks

Last month I was lucky enough to have

away, whitening has always been

my Fast Braces off, which have left my

something on my to-do list, but with

teeth looking, by my own admission and

such a variety of products, methods

everyone else’s, amazing… yet the teeth

and product strengths on the market,

beautification does not stop there when

knowing where to start was enough

it comes to the heroes at Cathedral

of a challenge to put me off. From my

Dental. There’s now a course of teeth

first meeting with Indy I knew I was in

whitening to endure before I’m ‘selfie’
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ready. The dentistry practice founder,

Cathedral Dental,

Indy Singh, advised a product called

Opting for the Enlighten Whiting

15 Angel Hill,

White Dental Beauty, which is a top of

System, which promises ‘top of the

Bury St Edmunds,

the range treatment and one of the least

safe hands, as he talked me through the
variety of techniques on offer.

range’ results and a natural smile, the
14-day treatment was exactly what I
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time-consuming products offered.
The system uses the highest percentage

needed. Working my way through 10%

of professional peroxide allowed, which

and 16% gels, over two weeks, I was

promises fast and long term results.

then invited into the practice for an

Dispensing 8 syringes of product,

hour session, which left my teeth next

each syringe provides approximately

to faultless. I couldn’t be happier with

four applications… but the results have

the results and in such a short space of

been fantastic. I have only had to use

time too! Now topping up until my big

one syringe and my teeth could not be

day, I’m sure I’ll be smiling from ear to

whiter, I’m so impressed. What’s great is

ear as I show off my new look.

that my other 7 syringes can be used for
top ups throughout the year, making the

five
treatmentS
AVAILABLE

product great value.

The Cathedral Dental Way

Offering a range of whitening techniques, Cathedral Dental gives patients the smile they want. Whilst some may
want super white teeth and others only a little bit lighter, the ranges on offer help patients choose treatments to
suit their lifestyles, time frames and application methods. By giving their patients state-of-the-art toothpastes
and gels to use before they have the treatment, the team help conquer sensitivity whilst also ensuring the
treatment is as effective as possible.
With five treatments ranging from £125 to £595, find the right way for you at Cathedral Dental.

